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Abstract. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are an invaluable tool in agriculture. Currently these 
systems are good at reporting and logging data. Some recent work has focused on making the data 
useful and actionable. The next step in WSNs is the ability to automatically use that data for irrigation 
control. This can help minimize labor and reduce water usage.  

This work presents several methods of irrigation control based on WSN’s.  Local control methods let 
each node manage irrigation based on the attached sensors or based on a schedule. Global control 
lets a central base station signal an individual node to irrigate. Hybrid approaches combine global 
control with local schedule based control. Model based control is an example of advanced global 
control where a plant model is used to determine when to irrigate and for how long. This work also 
explores different irrigation pulse types. Using different pulse types lets growers optimize irrigation by 
applying water in pulses instead of in a constant flow. This system is currently deployed and being 
tested in different types of agricultural environments. 
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Introduction 

Irrigation control is a critical task in agricultural enterprises. The role of irrigation manager is 
important and the change of an irrigation manager can have significant effects on crop health 
and yields. The irrigation manager must be able to account for the different species water 
usages, season, micro climates, and plant developmental requirements (Lea-Cox 2011). In prior 
work Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN’s) have been used to aid irrigation managers and 
growers in monitoring environmental conditions such as soil moisture to determine irrigation 
requirements (Kohanbash et al., 2011 , Kohanbash et al., 2012). This work explores using 
WSN’s for irrigation control and as an integrated platform that is aware of micro climate changes 
to yield more efficient irrigation.  

For this work the CMU sensorweb basestation is used (Figure 1)(Kohanbash et al., 2011). This 
basestation is compatible with both a custom CMU node as well as a node developed by 
Decagon Devices. Both nodes are equipped with relays capable of controlling standard 
irrigation solenoids. This system is deployed in over a dozen field sites. 

 

Figure 1. Image showing homepage of the CMU sensorweb basestation that is used for this work. 

 

By utilizing WSN nodes with onboard relays capable of controlling solenoids growers can fine 
tune irrigation for increased efficiency, productivity and profitability while minimizing impact on 
wildlife and the environment (Ruiz-Garcia et al., 2009). By using small WSN nodes, large 
centralized controllers can be removed and replaced with nimble easily reconfigurable controller 
nodes. Some WSN nodes allow for DC latching solenoids and do not require running external 
power for the solenoid making installation of these systems easier and more cost effective. The 
next section will describe some of the methods available for WSN based distributed control. 

 

Control Methods 

WSN based irrigation is by nature a distributed system. This allows for precise control over 
specific irrigation zones. However, while distributed, WSN systems typically provide a user 
interface allowing for centralized monitoring and configuration of these remote nodes (Figure 2) 
(Kohanbash et al., 2012). 
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Figure 2. Primary irrigation configuration page. Users select nodes either by clicking the map 
image or by picking it from the drop down box. 

 

Before delving into specific irrigation regimes a discussion of pulse types is necessary. Current 
irrigation systems typically turn irrigation on and off in large discrete time periods (large is 
relative based on the crop). This system allows for sub pulses within the large discrete time 
period. For each time interval (5 minutes in this system) there are three parameters that affect 
the pulse type; time on, time between pulses, and number of pulses (Figure 3). For example 
with a time interval of five minutes if we set time on to 1 minute, time between cycles to 1 minute 
and number of cycles to 2, the net result would be 2 minutes of irrigation per 5 minute cycle. By 
changing pulse types precise time control can be attained. Pulse types allow other irrigation 
methods to be more effective, for example if the pulses are spread out it leaves time for the 
sensors to read accurate values before deciding on the next irrigation cycle.  Another advantage 
of varied pulse types is for weak irrigation systems, by varying the pulse type irrigation lines can 
be charged and primed in order to maintain proper pressure for irrigation. 
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Figure 3. This is the primary tool for configuring pulse types. The graphic on the bottom shows a 
pictorial view to help set the pulse type parameters. 

 

Manual Control 

Manual control is the most basic level of irrigation command. This command lets users activate 
irrigation from anywhere. Utilizing the central base station software manual control can be sent 
specific to any node for precise control. This function has proved useful for growers who want to 
be off site while still controlling irrigation and not relying on automation and “new technology”. 
Manual control also benefits from the WSN system. As growers, consultants, and extension 
specialists gain experience with using WSN systems they can develop irrigation rules based on 
an understanding of the soil moisture levels. For example, at one commercial greenhouse, they 
have learnt how to control plant quality based on soil moisture. Irrigation now has predictable 
results and is not dependant on the grower. Furthermore they can change their crop from Grade 
A (the most valuable) to Grade B (less valuable, but can be produced in greater quantity) as the 
market demand changes.  

 

Schedule Based 

Schedule based control is similar to current commercial systems that allow for irrigation based 
on a set clock. This system allows for the schedule to be set in five minute intervals with finer 
resolutions attainable by utilizing pulse types. Since the schedule is sent and stored in the node 
even if radio communication is lost between the base and the node irrigation will still occur. This 
schedule forms the basis of allowing other irrigation methods to work. The local and global 
control signals discussed below are logically AND’ed with the schedule to determine if irrigation 
should be allowed or not, ensuring that both the schedule and the controller allow irrigation at 
that time period. The schedule acts as a safety net by making sure irrigation cannot occur 
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outside of the grower specified time. This is also useful in cases where water is limited; growers 
can cycle between crops while still allowing local and global control to be active. 

Local Control 

Local control allows the node to do setpoint control using “local” sensors that are attached to the 
node performing the irrigation control. In addition to let the grower be hands off and not 
manually turning irrigation on this allows the soil moisture levels to be smoother than a human 
could practically achieve (Figures 4 & 5) which is a benefit for many plants (there are some 
plants that this is not ideal for). Local control also allows for the node to loose communication 
with the nodes and still work. One of the key limitations to local control is that only onboard 
sensors can be used for determining control. 

 

 

Figure 4. The above plot shows irrigation event bars and soil moisture in 5 pots at the 
Evergreen nursery. The left side of the plot has once daily irrigation. The sudden dropoff in soil 
moisture values indicates leaching. The right side of the plot has twice daily manual irrigation 

and demonstrates less leaching (Van Iersel 2012). 
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Figure 5. This is a similar plot from Evergreen with WSN based local control. The soil moisture 
has no large peaks which is better for this crop and does not exhibit any signs of leaching (Van 

Iersel 2012). 

 

Global Control 

To overcome the limitations of local control, global control was developed. Global control allows 
the base station to determine when irrigation should occur based on more advanced criteria. 
This can be based on something as simple as a setpoint using a sensor from a different node to 
controlling irrigation based on complex mechanistic models (Bauerle, W.L., et al., 2006). 

Model based control builds upon global control and is a key element to advanced control 
methods. Kohanbash (2012) discusses a framework for easily adding models into a WSN’ base 
station system. It now appears possible to predict hourly plant water use with precision, using 
models and environmental data provided by the WSN network. (Lea-Cox 2011).  Model based 
control can also maintain sliding setpoint for crops that do not want a static setpoint for soil 
moisture. These models developed by the plant science community are leading the way for 
precision irrigation systems to reach the next level of precise irrigation control.  

 

Results 

Preliminary results have shown many benefits provided by WSN’s. With just monitoring of soil 
moisture data many of the sites using this system have shown water savings. By using this 
technology growers have been able to choose substrates that minimize leaching and choose 
fertilizers that work well for the substrate. Flowers by Bauers a commercial greenhouse in 
Maryland has reported better quality crops, less disease, and cutting irrigation times almost in 
half by just monitoring soil moisture (and not using the WSN for irrigation). With the addition of 
nodes that control irrigation and maintain a setpoint they were able to reduce that almost in half 
again for a combined irrigation reduction of 62%-75% savings (Table 1) (Bauers 2012).  
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Table 1. Irrigation Improvements by utilizing a WSN system  

System Status Irrigations Per Day 

Before WSN System Installed 8 

WSN System: Only Monitoring 4-5 

WSN System: Monitoring & Control 2-3 

 

Conclusions 

Wireless sensor networks are a valuable tool to improving growing environments and for 
irrigation. Preliminary results have shown a large value in local control. As global control gets 
expanded the benefits will increase. Providing the ideal amount of water to the plants not only 
creates healthy plants but helps keep disease and pests away. 

 

Future Work 

There is a lot of future work that is needed to continue expanding WSN based irrigation. 
Creating a table that has suggested setpoints for a given crop and substrate would be very 
useful and make these systems easier to integrate. Expanding the models available for 
controlling irrigation to specific species is essential for saving water and being able to realize the 
benefits or precise irrigation control. Another important feature is adding the ability for the 
node/basestation to detect faulty sensor data. This can be complex since there are many 
causes of bad sensor data ranging from sensors falling out of the growing pot, to rocks near the 
sensor, to the sensor malfunctioning.   
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